Sunday, October 13, 2019

RACE 1:

6–3–1–2

RACE 2:

1–4–3–2

RACE 3:

3–1–6–2

RACE 4:

2 – 3 – 10 – 9

RACE 5:

8–6–2–4

RACE 6:

3–2–7–5

RACE 7:

2 – 5 – 10 – 9

RACE 8:

6 – 7 – 10 – 3

Gulfstream Park West Day 10
Post Time: 1 p.m. ET

Sunday’s Are for GPW Maidens
Gulfstream Park West hosts an eight-race Sunday
card, a program buoyed by race 4, a $48,000 twoyear-old filly maiden special weight at 6.5 furlongs.
I’m taking Freezer Burn for the win as this David
Fawkes-trained first-time starter faces nine foes
beneath jockey Emisael Jaramillo. I love Kantharos
as a sire and he’s represented here by Freezer
Burn, who cost a pretty penny at OBS June – she
sold for $87,000 after a sharp two-furlong breeze in
21 seconds flat. Freezer Burn is the first foal from
Trippi Honor (Trippi), who won four of 28 starts ontrack; all four of her victories occurred in dirt sprints.
Fawkes, by the way, has been on a major run on
this circuit with 11 winners over the last 30 days.
Panarea is by the promising Liam’s Map and is
probably going to improve off a solid career debut
15 days ago across town at Gulfstream Park.
Trained by Antonio Sano, Panarea exits a good try
third-place finish behind 19-1 upsetter Tonalist’s
Shape on September 28th; Panarea is the first filly
to return from that 10-horse field. Here’s my
personal trip note of Panarea: “inside run turn, 3wide angle above 1/4 pole, no punch stretch.”
Panarea, based here at Gulfstream Park West,
retains jockey Edgard Zayas and will start from stall
3. Trainer Ralph Nicks saddles first-time starter
Touch of Nirvana, a Tapiture / Touch Gold filly
based over at Gulfstream Park. Like Freezer Burn,
she sold at OBS June and brought respectable
money with a winning bid of $32,000; Touch of
Nirvana worked a furlong in that sale in 10 1/5
seconds. Tapiture is the leading freshman sire in
the country with 15 winners through Friday.
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